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What’s Your Story?

“It has been seamless working
with Parata Max. When there’s
a problem, Parata resolves it in
a hurry. They focus on making
my technology work for me, so
I can stay out in front to
provide more clinical services to
my customers.”
Justin Wilson, Pharm. D.
Valu-Med Pharmacy
Midwest City, Okla.

Parata listens to its customers, and
we use their feedback to improve our
products and services. It’s just one
more way we put you out in front.

www.parata.com
1-888-PARATA1 (727-2821)

SoftWriters, Inc.

Long Term Care pharmacy management technology.

“The Framework HL7 interface has permitted
expanded communication with the automated
dispensing equipment and the IVR interface
allows our nurses to quickly communicate
patient refill needs.”
- R.B., Florida

FrameworkLTC® — The industry’s most flexible, configurable
and connectable long term care pharmacy software.
FrameworkLTC from SoftWriters, Inc., is a leading pharmacy management
solution designed specifically for pharmacies servicing long-term care and
institutional facilities.
One Solution...Unlimited Growth
FrameworkLTC provides the unmatched ability to manage your current
pharmacy business, connect with more equipment and technology partners
and allow for years of continued growth of your pharmacy operations.

Contact SoftWriters today for a live
product demonstration.
Call: 877.238.4516
Email: info@softwriters.com
Visit: www.frameworkltc.com

• Scalable so it grows as you grow
• Open Architecture means proven integration with dozens of
eMARS, packaging machines and dispensing systems

SoftWriters, Inc.
softwriters inc.

Pharmacy Management Technology

• Control of your data means easy access to powerful,
robust reporting and data analytics capability
FrameworkLTC® is “Certified for Windows”, assuring you that the application is easy to use and will perform reliably on your existing Microsoft® Windows network.
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		Automation:
Moving Pharmacy into the Future
by Will Lockwood
Today’s dispensing automation offers a great
deal of opportunity for pharmacists in a range of
settings who are looking to dramatically increase efficiency, put technicians
at the center of the filling process, and gain valuable time to apply to clinical
services. Read about how this technology is becoming part of the foundation
on which new practice models are being built. Story begins on page 19.
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13 Taking Chances, Seeing Results
by Bill Hayes

Bill Hayes owns Haworth Apothecary in Haworth,
N.J., with his wife and
pharmacist Denise.
Bill brought an outsider’s perspective to the
pharmacy’s operations
to complement Denise’s
healthy skepticism. Together, they’ve reorganized
the pharmacy and front-store operations, moved
to a larger space, and built a broad technology
platform. Bill shares the lessons learned from more
than 12 years of mostly successful trial and error.

16 Hitting the Road: A Vendor Visits

Its Users

by Will Lockwood

Read about one technology vendor that’s had
an employee decide to hit the road for two years,
visiting customers for some old-fashioned face-toface interaction. We talked with the owner and
manger at two of the stops in southern California,
finding that they were not only happy to have a
personal visit, but enjoyed a very positive exchange
of ideas as well.
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publisher’s window
E-Prescribing Scorecard

R

ecently, I received a copy of the Surescripts 2010 National Progress
Report on E-Prescribing and Interoperable Healthcare. I was very
impressed by the progress that’s been made since the formation of this
organization in 2001 by the National Association of Chain Drug Stores
and the National Community Pharmacists Association.
According to the report, prescriptions routed electronically increased to 326 million from
191 million in 2009. This represented an increase of slightly over 70%.
The number of prescribers using electronic prescribing increased at an impressive rate as
well. At the end of 2010, 234,000 prescribers were e-prescribing, up by slightly more than
a third from 2009. New prescriptions accounted for a little over 80% of the transactions.
With the merger of RxHub with Surescripts, prescribers can use the same network to
check on prescription histories before prescribing. Prescription histories sent to prescribers increased 184%, to 230 million from 81 million, in 2009. This shows the uptake by
prescribers of this value-added service.
Another impressive statistic is that at the end of 2010, 91% of community pharmacies
were electronically connected to the Surescripts network. Independent pharmacies continue to lag behind the chains. While 98% of the chains are connected, the percentage for
independents stood at 73%. However, the growth in independent pharmacies is impressive, when one considers that 46% were connected in 2008.
We can all expect the level of electronic prescriptions to continue its rise. This is mainly
due to federal government incentives to physicians to install a certified electronic health
record system, which they must then use in a meaningful way in order to collect the
incentive money. One of the criteria for so-called meaningful use is e-prescribing. Physicians have to reach specific thresholds for e-prescribing over the next few years to receive
the financial incentives. While there are other criteria, I see encouraging e-prescribing as a
key reason for the government incentive program. Surescripts, by the way, has been given
the nod from the government to certify the e-prescribing module of electronic health
records.
Another interesting finding from the report is the way prescribers are taking advantage of
a service that provides the patient’s prescription benefit information in real time to ensure
prescribing a drug that is on the formulary. This, in theory, should save time at the pharmacy. Use of this service increased by 125% over 2009, with responses to prescription
benefit information reaching 423 million in 2010.
The more functionality that can be offered at the point of prescribing, the more physicians should embrace this technology. It’s been a long haul for Surescripts, and it wasn’t
easy reaching the current level of accomplishment. Many state boards of pharmacy had
to be convinced that they should change their regs to allow e-prescribing. This was one of
the early barriers. Then system vendors had to be cajoled to include the functionality in
their pharmacy systems and gain Surescripts certification, despite the fact that in the early
days there was little pressure from their users to do so. And of course physicians had to be
convinced that this was the future. But it has all come together, as you can see.
What I find most interesting is that it was the pharmacy profession that took the initiative
in forming Surescripts. It did not come from the medical profession. Pharmacy had the
vision to leverage its experience with real-time insurance claims to make electronic prescriptions a reality. The federal government should recognize this by providing financial
incentives to pharmacy for the installation and meaningful use of a pharmacy electronic
health record. I think you are going to see a push for this by pharmacy leaders. CT

Bill Lockwood, chairman/publisher, can be reached at wal@computertalk.com.

What makes a pharmacy
her first choice?
On-the-go access.

Customers are busy. QS/1 ’s IVR helps you provide on-demand service.
®

Provide anytime phone refill ordering and helpful services like timely refill
reminders so they know their health is your first priority. Our end-to-end
pharmacy system and services work together to free more of your time.
To provide exceptional service. To improve lives. To be her
pharmacist. Every day.

© 2011, J M SMITH CORPORATION. QS/1 is a registered trademark of the J M Smith Corporation.

1.800.231.7776
www.qs1.com
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HMS Adds Speed Script
to Client Roster
Health Market Science
(HMS) has announced a partner-

ship with Speed Script for use of the
HMS Prescriber MasterFile. This file
is used to reduce the risk of pharmacies sending claims using an incorrect
group practice address or an invalid
prescriber identifier, or submitting a
claim for a state or federally sanctioned prescriber.
With this service integrated into the
Speed Script pharmacy management
system, Speed Script users will always
have the latest prescriber information. According to Craig Ford,
HMS senior VP, another advantage
of the HMS prescriber file is that it
will handle data discrepancies, thus
avoiding forced delays in claims
submissions to look up prescriber
information and running the risk of
entering the wrong information.
HMS has also announced that it has
added new demographics on over
7,000 hospitals; 52,000 extendedcare and skilled-nursing facilities;
250,000 group organizations, clinics,
and labs; and over 1.5 million affiliated providers. Facility-based information can be an important component
in better managing reimbursement
and compliance payments.

2-D Pill Images to
Benefit Consumers
Now two-dimensional (2-D)
pill images can be printed on

ScriptChek’s patented prescription lables that remove the space
limitations of traditional lables. “The
6
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ability to print 2-D pill images on
the label or a monograph represents
an important and valuable pharmacy
innovation,” says Stacy Kaufman,
president of ScriptChek. “It opens
up a whole new realm for direct-toconsumer communication in a highly
visible and prominent way.”
The ScriptChek pill images are modeled directly from database providers’
images, and are designed to be printed on monochrome printers to avoid
the high cost of consumables and the
technical issues associated with color
printing. According to Kaufman,
several chains have committed to using the 2-D images, and PDX will be
supporting the 2-D images with its
next software release.

TCGRx Introduces New
Filling Technology
MedPickRx is the latest
product from TCGRx for filling

oral solid prescriptions. Unlike
robotic automation, MedPickRx
addresses the entire bottle formulary rather than just the fastest
moving medications, according
to Duane Chudy, CEO of the
company. He says that MedPickRx can reduce prescription-filling
time for oral solids by up to 40%,
which represents a little over 90%
of the pharmacy’s script volume.

The new system also eliminates
shelving space through its high-density storage. “MedPickRx employs a
modular automation technology that
provides verification of the right drug
and right dose, and makes technicians use the inventory in proper sequence — open bottle first, shortest
expiration date second,” says Chudy.

This is accomplished through a
unique pick-and-fill-to-light technology backed up by barcode verification of the product.
The company has also announced
that it has formed an alliance with
Medical Packaging, Inc. (MPI), a
leading manufacturer of pharmacy
tabletop packaging solutions. MPI’s
unit-dose liquid packaging systems
are now paired with TCGRx’s automated packaging systems, for both
oral solids and liquids.

High-Volume Cassette
from Kirby Lester
A new high-volume cassette
has been developed for the Kirby

Lester KL60 robotic dispenser
and the KL30 counting and verification system.

The new cassette holds more than
three times the medications of Kirby
Lester’s standard cassette, yet it occupies only twice the space. “Our KL60
and KL30 customers told us that
our standard 650cc cassette was the
perfect size for most medications, but
for those select medications that seem
to fly off the shelf every day, our customers needed a jumbo-size cassette,”
explains Christopher Thomsen, VP
of business development.

Innovation Microsoft
Server Certified
Innovation has gained certification by Microsoft for applica-

tions running on Windows Server
2008 R2 for the PharmASSIST
Symphony workflow system. The
continued on page 8

Finally – a Service ThaT...
u

Gives your pharmacy
a competitive edge

u

Increases pharmacy
revenue

u

Improves customer
convenience

u

Drives business into
your pharmacy

u

Builds customer
loyalty

u

Positively impacts
patient outcomes

ServiceLink-Rx ™ is an intelligent Windows ® based application that gives you the
tools you need to proactively communicate with your customers. Today’s consumers
expect to receive important information, including health awareness messages and
prescription reminders, by the technology media of their choice: phone, email, text or
mobile app. Now you can give your customers all those options from one application
and even let them choose to receive different types of messages via the various
technology portals. For example: refill reminders delivered by automated outbound
call and text message when the prescription is ready for pickup.

Your customers are waiting to hear from you.
Call us today at 800-325-2017.

www.voicetechinc.com
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Symphony system was independently tested to meet Microsoftrecommended standards for
security, stability, availability,
reliability, and compatibility with
the platform.
This certification builds on Innovation’s Gold Certified Partner status
in the Microsoft Partner Program,
with a competency in ISV/Software Solutions. This recognizes the
company’s expertise with Microsoft
technologies.

Now Online

www.computertalk.com
Exclusive Web Content

McKesson HVS
Upgrades Website
The new website from
McKesson High Volume

Solutions (HVS) has been
launched to help users install
customized central-fill or maildelivery systems. The site
features movies of a central-fill
facility in action and a guided
tour with Brian Williams, VP of
engineering for HVS.
The site (www.mckesson.com/hvs)
shows how HVS automation solutions are designed and engineered
for high-count speed, dispensing accuracy, and patient safety. McKesson
HVS is responsible for more than
60% of the closed-door pharmacy
installations in the United States.

Parata CEO Tom Rhoads

ECRS Teams with
University for
Technology Innovation

Dispensing Automation
Past, Present, and Future:

After five years of development, in-field testing, and

Where Automation is
Headed: An Interview with

An Interview with Kirby Lester
CEO Garry Zage

Pharmacy Practice, Retail
Excellence, and Business
Success: Thoughts from
Independent Pharmacist Beverly
Schaefer

Questions About Cloud
Computing? Answers from
Cloudmasons’ Mark Carvajal

Entering a New Chapter:
QS/1’s Tammy Devine Reflects
on her New Role.
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collaborative research on behalf
of ECRS by students from
Appalachian State University’s
department of computer science,
ECRS has introduced LogicSync.
This is a proprietary business
logic and methodology that
bridges current EDI technologies with in-store retail systems
using cloud-centric technology.
It is designed to extend EDI
beyond electronic document
transmission into a store-level
automation tool for small to
mid-size retailers. It allows these
retailers to completely automate
and streamline 15 high-labor
touch-points such as inventory

replenishment, item receiving,
price management, supplier promotions, direct-to-store delivery,
and new item on-boarding.
As Pete Catoe, ECRS president,
explains it, “LogicSync dramatically reduces the need for human
interaction with common data, both
mundane and complex. It does so
in part by eliminating redundant
labor that exists between supplier
and retailer, and by providing the
essential infrastructure for a well
organized and consistently profitable
store operation.”

Activant Now Epicor
Activant Solutions, provider
of point-of-sale (POS) software,

in Livermore, Calif., has been
acquired by Apax Partners.
Activant was owned by investment funds affiliated with
Hellman & Friedman, Thoma
Bravo, and JMI Equity, and by
management.

The funds advised by Apax also
acquired Epicor Software Corporation, a provider of enterprise
business software solutions for the
midmarket and divisions of Global
1,000 companies. With this acquisition Activant will be merged with
Epicor and take on the Epicor name.
“This transaction is extremely
positive for Activant’s customers,
employees, and investors alike,” says
Pervez Qureshi, president and CEO
of Activant. “We are partnering
with one of the premier investment
firms in the world and one that is
very much focused on growth and
delivering value to the customers of
its portfolio companies.”
continued on page 10

What keeps customers coming
back to one pharmacy?
Triple points Tuesdays.

Customers can shop anywhere. QS/1®’s integrated Point-of-Sale and
pharmacy management system can help you reward your store’s most
valuable customers. Provide fast, accurate checkout and programs and
promotions that say we appreciate your business. Our end-to-end pharmacy
system and services work together to give you more time. To provide
great service. To improve lives. To be their pharmacist. Every day.

1.800.231.776
www.qs1.com
© 2011, J M SMITH CORPORATION. QS/1 is a registered trademark of the J M Smith Corporation.
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Activant has also announced that the
Rochester Drug Cooperative (RDC)
has agreed to promote the company’s
POS system to its members. As part
of the agreement, RDC will work
with Activant to review its members’
POS technology needs and recommend the suitable system.
RDC serves 950 community pharmacies in New York, Pennsylvania,
northeastern Ohio, and southwestern Connecticut.
“Managing multiple drugstore can
be very difficult without the right
technology solution,” says Larry
Doud, CEO of RDC. “The Activant
Eagle solution consolidates and reports all the key sales and inventory
information and allows staff to manage merchandise across locations.”

Adherence System
Pays Off
In a study published in The
American Journal of Geriatric

Pharmacotherapy, researchers
from the University of South
Carolina School of Public
Health found that the use of the
Medicine-On-Time medication
delivery system reduced the likelihood of nursing home admissions by 66%.

The study examined the impact of
a medication-adherence management program — a pharmacy-based
calendar card from Medicine-OnTime — that can reduce medication
management issues on nursing home
admissions. “This study confirms
what we have known for many years.
Simple tools that aid in daily living,
well designed and properly applied,
can keep patients independent
10
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longer and save healthcare dollars,”
says Medicine-On-Time CEO Ian
Salditch. “This study is an excellent example of how a medicationadherence program can help us
improve the health of Americans,
while simultaneously reducing the financial burden on the cash-strapped
national healthcare system.”
The study was commissioned by
South Carolina Medicaid and
funded by the Centers for Medicare
and Medicaid Services to look at the
causes of nursing home admissions
among a population of more than
1,000 seniors and the 15 community pharmacies that serve them.

New Features from
QS/1 to Improve
Pharmacy Efficiency
The company’s NRx pharmacy management system and

PrimeCare institutional pharmacy management system can now
use a feature called “pharmacy at
a glance.” This is an application
that sits next to the pharmacy
management software desktop.

“We felt it was important for pharmacy managers to see what is going
on in their pharmacy without having
to go from one part of the system
to another,” says Tammy Devine,
president of QS/1. “This feature can
identify potential bottlenecks before
they become a problem.”
Pharmacists can see the number of
prescriptions that are waiting in a
specific queue, such as electronic
prescriptions and prescriptions due
for processing. Pharmacy-specific
thresholds for each queue can be
color coded to differentiate between
those with a warning and those
needing action.

“Since each pharmacy is unique, we
have allowed for flexibility in choosing which queues to display and
how often to refresh,” notes Devine.
“And each workstation can have its
own unique view of the pharmacy.”
The company has also introduced
a feature for its NRx system that
will help pharmacies store and then
locate filled prescriptions by creating
and assigning locations and setting a
capacity for each location, including
the refrigerator. When several prescriptions are batched together, the
system will indicate a location that
has enough room to accommodate
all the prescriptions in the batch.
QS/1 market analyst John Frady
says that prescriptions can be autoassigned or can be easily assigned to
a location by scanning a barcode.
The pharmacist sees not only the
location, but also the price. However, Frady points out, a new returnto-stock option might be the more
popular feature. This will cancel all
IVR call-outs, reverse claims associated with the transaction, and void
the transaction. Inventory is adjusted as well, and credits to accounts
receivable are applied, if relevant.
Pharmacy at a glance is available to
QS/1 users with the NRx or Prime
Care system with the addition of
service pack 19.1.6. The new willcall feature is available with service
pack 19.1.6 for NRx and pharmacies
using the QS/1 workflow system.

Cerner Etreby
Facilitates
PSE Reporting
The RetailScript POS system
from Cerner Etreby has been
continued on page 12
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continued from page 10

programmed to interface with the national precursor log exchange (NPLEx) for real-time reporting
of pseudoephedrine (PSE) products sold in community pharmacies. The information is transmitted
from the POS system directly to the MethCheck
program run by Appriss.
The RetailScript system identifies the PSE products
required to be reported to MethCheck and captures the
electronic signature of the customers.

Interactive Business Systems Enters
Puerto Rico Market
Infomedika’s healthcare division in San Juan will
serve as the reseller of the WinPharm pharmacy system
from Interactive Business Systems for inpatient hospitals and ambulatory services.

Infomedika develops hospital information systems with
electronic health records software. It serves approximately 70% of the hospital market in Puerto Rico. The
company will offer installation, training, and support
of WinPharm.
WinPharm’s eMAR, with its bedside verification feature,
allows nurses with wireless laptops or handheld devices
to verify medication orders before administration and
record when the orders are administered.

PDI Goes Multilingual
RxTran (RIC International) and Elsevier/Gold
Standard have teamed up to deliver prescription drug
information (PDI) in 14 native languages through
Elsevier/Gold Standard’s MEDcounseler product, including directions for use and auxiliary warning labels.
RxTran provides pharmacies with an online service that
translates prescription drug information for patients
into over 20 languages. Elsevier/Gold Standard
provides more than 35,000 retail pharmacies with
drug information.
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Social Media Toolkit

Independent retail pharmacy customers of
Cardinal Health have another marketing tool to
help build their pharmacy brand. The toolkit offers
practical information on how social media can be
integrated into a pharmacy’s marketing and promotion efforts.
According to a study by the Pew Internet & American Life Project, four in five Internet users use the
Internet to research health information. And according to AARP, baby boomers represent the fastest growing demographic using social media, with
47% of Internet users aged 50 to 64 now actively
using social media.
“While the use of social media by businesses has
picked up in recent years, many of our customers
are still unsure of how it can and should be leveraged to help their own marketing efforts,” says Jay
Williams, VP of marketing strategy for Cardinal
Health. According to Williams, the social media
toolkit was developed to “demystify the world of
social media.” CT

feature
Haworth Apothecary

Taking Chances,
Seeing Results
An independent pharmacy owner shares the journey and the many
ways technology has facilitated his store's growth.

by Bill Hayes

How It All Started

I

n 1998, I walked into a pharmacy and got to see
how things worked up close and personal for the
first time. The lion’s share of my previous 43 years
had been spent in and around lumber mills and logging
sites in the Pacific Northwest. Talk about culture shock,
not the least of which, I was in New Jersey!
I would like to share with you some thoughts and
observations that I’ve had through my journey over the
last 12 years. In accordance with full disclosure, I am
not a pharmacist, and my views on technology as a tool
are sometimes as divergent from those involved with independent pharmacy as the postulates of the Flat Earth
Society are from mainstream America.
Our store, Haworth Apothecary, in Haworth, N.J., had
been purchased by my then future wife, Denise, about
five years previously. It was the classic small-town pharmacy — heavy on service, charm, and a sense of community, but a little light on technology. A monochrome
display dominated the pharmacy work counter and an
abacus and cigar box completed the scene at the checkout. All right, I guess that is a slight exaggeration. There
was a shiny, new electric cash register and some kind of
futuristic peripheral device to process credit cards.
Over the next several months, I got to see how my
local member of the country’s most trusted profession
earned her living. She opened the doors each morning

at 9 a.m., just
after she turned
on the lights and
put on the coffee.
Oh yeah, she
also logged into
the computer.
It was just her
and a salesclerk/
Bill Hayes: “In retrospect, we have
tech. The store
was filled with the taken chances. We have been early
usual assortment adopters of some things that weren’t
of Hallmark cards, perfect. We’ve gone from one PC
and a cash register to five registers,
gift wrap, Beanie
12 workstations, and five servers.”
Babies, and a collection of gifts for any occasion.
Well, my first few weeks were spent observing, doing the
heavy lifting and occasionally ringing up a customer at
the register. In the beginning, this was a two- or threeday-a-week internship because I was still commuting
back and forth to Seattle as a partner in a small sawmill.
A couple of things that I noticed right away: The phone
rang a lot, and many of the tablets that she counted with
a spatula and tray were awfully tiny! Add to this tableau
the door chime announcing the entry of a customer
and someone holding on line two. Well, coming from a
rather structured manufacturing background, I could see
a few problems here. Being interrupted while counting
continued on next page
May/June 2011
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very tiny tablets with a spatula did not lead down the
road to speed and accuracy. As a matter of fact, it became a usual occurrence to see her forget where she was
(was that 45 or 50?) and recount the script, sometimes
even more than once.

Score One for Technology
Fast forward about a year, and business was moving
along and I was spending more of my time at the pharmacy with my new bride. I had done a little research
and found a device that actually counted tablets by
pouring them down what looked like a funnel; the pill
count appeared on a digital LED display. It even let you
stop to pick up line two or answer a patient’s question.
Neat. Well, the manufacturer had a promotion going
on: Try it for two weeks and if you don’t like it, send it
back. No strings attached. I proposed this to the boss,
and she asked, “How much?” I said, “About $3,000.”
Blank stare. I said, “What’s to lose?” Blank stare. “Let’s
try it.” So we did. It arrived a week later. We unboxed it,
plugged it in, turned it on, and we were counting. I left
for my turn in Seattle. At the time, we were doing about

Next Generation
Phone and IVR Solutions
With our innovative, patented technologies
and years of pharmacy industry experience,
we make it easy to meet the current and
future needs of any retail or institutional
pharmacy.

We found that our pharmacy system vendor was coming out with a point-of-sale system. Interesting. It all
looked good on paper. Sign us up! Well, after a couple
of months of the usual trials and tribulations and a
couple of threats to box everything up and leave it on
the corner for them to pick up, things got better.
Once again, the store was growing. We were in a small
community that was extremely supportive of our business and appreciated us opening up at 2 a.m. if a child
had just gotten out of the ER, and various other services unheard of from the big box stores. Life was good.
The winds of change would soon be blowing.

We make it

easy.
Call 800.600.0435 or visit www.telemanager.com.
ComputerTalk

60 to 70 Rx’s a day. Well, as luck would have it, we had
our biggest day ever while I was gone, 110 Rx’s. It was
just Denise and her tech, and the new counter. When
I returned, it was about time to box up the pill counter
and send it back. Trial over. Did you ever try to separate
a two-year-old from her favorite toy? Score one for technology. Now, if we could figure out how to keep track of
the front end, quit doing those nightly Z-reads, and find
out what was selling and what was not, we might be able
to pay for Junior’s college education.

The Winds of Change

Contact us today to learn
more or schedule
a demo.
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Haworth Apothecary is part of Haworth’s quaint downtown
in northern New Jersey.

Our business was outgrowing our space. Then, as if on
cue, a corner property just six doors down, which had
recently burned to the ground, came up for sale. Sold.
Now we entered a new phase in our life and encountered many challenges. Design a building. Deal with the
usual municipal red tape, and, not least of all, fund the
project. As an unexpected consequence of all of this, we
had to come up with a business plan. A novel concept.
This put us in a position to put our business under a
microscope and evaluate our strengths and weaknesses
and understand how we could exploit the one and shore
up the other — i.e., to define who we were and why
we were. As a result of all of this, we tried to determine

feature
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what areas of our “old” store needed improvement.
The areas that we focused on fit into two parts: how to
continue to provide and enhance outstanding service
and determining what was necessary to shore up our
bottom line.

Bill and Denise
Hayes keep
the front end
fresh by trying
new ideas and
tweaking the
store layout.
Here, a colorful
checkout with
signature pads.

Evaluating the Priorities
One of the areas that stretched the limits of our staff
was dealing with phone calls. We had always felt that we
should answer the phone personally with each call. Automated phone answering systems seemed the antithesis
of the personal service that we strived to provide. After
evaluating these systems, maybe we needed to consider
the bigger picture. How could we serve the patient when
we left them on hold? We found that over half of the
calls were for refills. If the patient was left on hold just
so he or she could give a staff member that seven-digit
refill number, frustration would increase, while the patient who had a real need to talk with the staff member
was left on hold while someone was taking down that
refill info and at times mistyping the transcription. All
of this led us to decide to go forward and implement an
IVR system in the new building.
Another priority that emerged was tracking what sold
and what didn’t. At the front end, my initial thoughts
were that we needed to know how many of each and
every widget we had on hand. After conferring with a
wise CEO of a POS company (he shall remain nameless
but is from Olympia, Wash., my hometown), I learned
we wanted to know what was selling and what was not.
The exact quantity on hand has some value, but the real
value lies with the sales quantities and the items not selling. We evaluated many POS systems and found many
that were just glorified cash registers. We wanted to find
a robust system that we could add to our management
toolkit. We did, and have never regretted our decision.
Efficient workflow and a safe dispensing process were
things that we wanted to bring into play at our new
facility. We had implemented counting technology and
wanted to take the new store to the next level. We asked
our current vendor what that might be. We asked about
robotics. They said robotics didn’t make sense until you
hit about 400 Rx’s a day (wrong) but they had just the
ticket, a hybrid combination of automatic counting
cells and semiautomatic cassettes. Well, the sales pitch
sounded good. Sold.

The Move
Fast forward again — now it’s November 2002. The

new building is complete, and we need to move. Well,
somewhere someone said, “It takes a village…” and
for us it did. We asked for volunteers to help with our
move. The plan was to move on Sunday, since we closed
at noon. I will still never forget: 75 friends, customers, and residents of the community showed up with
six pickup trucks and a few hand trucks, and we got it
done. Next day brought a new pharmacy system, new
POS, and new counting technology, along with trainers for each. What a sight! Remember what I said about
the abacus and the cigar box? Well, this was definitely
technology overload for my better half!

Investing in the Future
Today, eight years later, we have the same POS, still
loving it. The counting technology was tossed (actually put in the garage until we sold it) and replaced by
an amazing robot complete with workflow. The IVR
was replaced with a system that presented a much more
robust interface. In retrospect, we have taken chances.
We have been early adopters of some things that weren’t
perfect. We’ve gone from one PC and a cash register to
five registers, 12 workstations, and five servers. My wife,
one of the nation’s most trusted professionals, is still
sometimes skeptical (when the inevitable breakdown
occurs) but all in all, pretty pleased with what we have
accomplished. I’ve been asked many times how you can
justify the expense of this technology, and my response
is that I consider it an investment in our future. IVR,
$4,000. POS, $20,000. Robot and friends, $180,000.
Happy customers, priceless.
Just ask any of our customers. CT
In addition to his time at Haworth Apothecary, Bill Hayes is
an EMT on the Haworth Ambulance Corps and sits on the
board of directors of the Phoenix Pharmacy Group, a cooperative
buying group consisting of 150 independently owned pharmacies. He can be reached at bhayes@haworthapothecary.com.
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Out to the Pharmacist

Hitting the Road:
A Vendor Visits Its Users
by Will Lockwood

I

n this age of social media, Web conferencing, and 3G
almost anywhere, there’s no getting around the fact that
people still interact best face-to-face. This is something anyone in a community pharmacy knows. And it’s
something that Retail Management Solutions (RMS) Vice
President of Operations Chris Gage believes so strongly,
she’s bet the house on it. More precisely, Gage has sold her
house and gone out on the road in her Winnebago, with
the goal of visiting as many RMS point-of-sale (POS) users as she can in the next two years.
The first part of 2011 found Gage in southern California,
where she visited Leisure World Pharmacy in Seal Beach
and Seaside Pharmacy in San Pedro.
Leisure World Pharmacy is located in a medical clinic,
which is inside a gated retirement community. It is the
only retail location in the community and serves the
residents there exclusively. Brian Globerman is the owner
and manager.
Seaside Pharmacy was founded in 1889 and is one of the
oldest pharmacies in all of Los Angeles. It is currently
owned by Joe Siebert; Ray Berry is the general manager.
Berry has been with Seaside for 29 years.
Both Globerman and Berry were pleasantly surprised
when Gage called to ask if she could visit each of the pharmacies for a few days.
“When Chris told me her story, I thought it was great,”
says Globerman. “With teleconferencing and all this type
of thing, it’s really taken away a bit of the personal touch
of having reps stop by and make sure that things are going
well, so I love the idea.”
“More companies should do what she’s doing,” says Berry.
“She’s out in the field. She gets to see what the customer
16
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is doing. I thought it would be a pretty basic visit, but
she really took an interest in our business. She wanted to
know all about it.”

Light Bulb Moments
POS was new for Globerman when he decided to install
it at Leisure World Pharmacy. This location is one of four he owns and operates,
and in his view the only one with a sizable enough front end to merit POS. The
pharmacy offers basic apothecary OTC
products, a selection of DME, lift chairs,
Brian
scooters, and other items in demand by
Globerman
its retiree clientele.
When a local grocery market closed recently, Globerman
put a nonperishable food section in 200 to 300 square feet
of his retail
space.
Even though
Globerman
has been
using RMS
for four
years, Gage
was able to
point out
The visit from Chris Gage to Leisure World
improved Brian Globerman’s understanding features to
of features in his RMS system.
him that he
didn’t know about. For instance, Gage set the POS to
consolidate electronic signatures. “We were having people
sign multiple times — for example, to acknowledge they’d
picked up the prescription and then for the credit-card
charge,” explains Globerman. “Chris said ‘You don’t have
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to do that,’ and flipped a switch.” Now the e-signature
capture pad is set to display to Leisure World Pharmacy
customers what they’re signing for, but requires just one
signature to cover it all.
In the course of talking with Globerman and his staff,
Gage also realized that they weren’t clearing out sold
prescriptions from the POS’s will-call records. “We had
something that wasn’t set right, and so these records were
just building up,” says Globerman. “We had four years’
worth.” Not only was this data taking up space, it was also
reducing the system’s performance.
Reporting was one other topic Globerman touched on
with Gage. While he feels he’s getting what he needs out
of POS reporting already, he was eager to see if there was
anything good he was missing. “There are a ton of reports
in there, and after Chris left, I went in and looked at
them again to see if something would catch my eye,” says
Globerman. Nothing did, but he says that he appreciates
being motivated to review his reporting options.

Talking Shop
Ray Berry at Seaside Pharmacy is a long-time POS user,
though he only switched over to RMS in
2009. Berry describes Seaside as a fullline store, with a diabetic center, DME,
lift chairs, wheelchairs, and scooters.
He uses POS to manage all of this, even
down to tracking the serial numbers on
DME rentals — a real plus for complyRay Berry
ing with Medicare regulations and handling recalls.
Berry and Gage talked shop on a range of topics and
brought office manager Sophia Simon into the conversation. “Sophia’s the one who really knows how to run the
POS,” notes Berry.
“One thing Chris wanted to talk about is the fact that we
opted to change both our pharmacy and POS systems on
the same day in 2009,” says Berry. “Most people would
think that we need our heads examined for doing that, but
it went smoothly because we were prepared and ready to
go. Chris knew about this and wanted to hear firsthand
how the transition had gone, how we managed it.”
Seaside Pharmacy was also the first RMS customer to integrate its will-call bag management system with the Rx30
pharmacy management system. “When we did this, we
wanted to make sure it was connecting family members
together by phone number,” says Berry. “Chris quizzed us
on how we’d implemented this and how it’s working.”
Berry also notes that when he brought up suggestions for

When Chris
Gage arrived
at Seaside
Pharmacy,
Ray Berry
talked with
her about
the prospect
of adding mobile
e-signature
capture for
deliveries.

changes to the system, Gage got on the phone to talk with
headquarters about the ideas.

Making Plans
Globerman and Berry also took advantage of Gage’s visits
to strategize a little about the next steps with POS.
In Globerman’s case, he and Gage talked about his interest
in moving to real-time inventory management, something
he has tentative plans to tackle this summer. “This will be
a good management tool for me,” says Globerman. “Even
though the vast majority of our sales are in the pharmacy,
I’d still like to know more about where our sales are coming from in the front end.”
Berry took the opportunity to talk about his interest in
adding wireless signature capture to the POS delivery
management features he’s already using. “This is something I’ve heard is coming from RMS, so I wanted some
more details from Chris,” says Berry. “I think I’ll have the
chance to see it at a tradeshow this summer.”

High Marks
In all, Gage’s visits to Leisure World Pharmacy and Seaside
Pharmacy provided a welcome reminder that pharmacy
technology isn’t much good without people — those who
develop it and those who put it to use serving customers
and patients.
Berry and Globerman not only give Gage and RMS high
marks for the road trip, they are also impressed with
Gage’s follow-up. “Chris still calls me,” says Berry. “We
talk, and if I need something, I know she can get the job
done, guaranteed.”
Globerman has one more good idea for Gage and any
other technology vendors out there who care to listen.
“I’d like to see someone on a more regular basis,” he says,
“maybe once or twice a year.” CT
Will Lockwood is ComputerTalk’s senior editor. He can be reached
by email at will@computertalk.com.
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Dispensing
Automation:
Moving
Pharmacy into
the Future

Automated dispensing has been on a steep
development curve over the last decade.
This is technology that’s become a core tool
in many pharmacies.
by Will Lockwood
Counting accuracy is a given, the ability to drive efficiency has ramped
up as vendors refine their designs and introduce new products, and the
variety of products means it’s easier than ever for pharmacists to find the
right piece of automation. All of this means that pharmacists are coming
to rely on dispensing automation to be a central driver in the dispensing
workflow and a key part of the platform for building new and innovative pharmacy service models.

Changes in Automation

J

ustin Wilson, owner of Valu-Med Pharmacy in Midwest City, Okla.,
has seen dispensing automation evolve firsthand. Wilson reports starting out with counting technology eight or nine years ago as part of a
pharmacy remodel designed to move his practice toward a patient care
model. “At the time we were only averaging about 150 scripts a day,”
he says. “But we were more efficient with counting and we improved
our workflow.” As volume at Valu-Med grew, Wilson decided to take
the next step to robotics and installed Parata RDS. “This took us from
having to walk over and manually trigger the machine to count to fully
automated dispensing,” says Wilson. “As soon as a claim was adjudicated for a drug we stocked in the robotics, it started firing.” Robotics
quickly proved its worth to Wilson, so he was more than ready to move
to second-generation technology with Parata Max about two years ago.
This move brought further efficiency gains, according to Wilson. “Max
has meant that we have an easier time with things like loading the vials
and filling the cells,” he explains. “Moving from RDS to Max wasn’t just
a small improvement, it was more of a ten-fold type improvement.“
continued on next page
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Efficiency and Growth
Such success in creating efficiency is
something that comes up over and
over again, across a range of clinical
settings, when you ask pharmacists
about their dispensing automation.

Justin Wilson, Pharm.D.

Valu-Med Pharmacy
Midwest City, Okla.
1,500 square feet.
Adjacent to a clinic
with five family
practitioners.
Averages about
300 prescriptions
a day.

Let’s start out with an example in the
retail setting. Bob Greenwood owns
two pharmacies, the larger Greenwood Drug in Waterloo, Iowa, and
the smaller Denver Drug in Denver,
Iowa. Greenwood has seen efficiency
improvements since deciding to
install KL60 robotic dispensing from
Kirby Lester at Denver Drug. The
benefits derive in part from the automation’s ability to handle the variability in prescription volumes from
day to day.
“The KL60 allows us to run Denver
Drug with just one pharmacist, Brent
Bovy, and work with just one and a
half technicians,” says Greenwood.
“It allows us to be quite efficient in a
small store like this, where some days
you fill 100 prescriptions and other
days 300. We can handle this variation without stress points or strictures
in our workflow.”
There’s one doctor and one physician assistant in this town at the
center of a farming community. As
a result, Bovy sees a lot of the same
prescriptions written over and over
again, which allows him to leverage the ability to stock the robotics
20
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with these fastest movers. Bovy also
dispenses quite a few maintenance
medications for the community,
and there’s a preference for a 90-day
supply. Here his robotics’ ability not
only to handle high-count prescriptions quickly, but also to count, label, and sort six prescriptions at once
makes life much easier. “On a busy
day high-counts might otherwise
back you up,” says Greenwood.
The more stable and predictable your
fast movers are, the more automated
dispensing can do for you. While
the typical retail pharmacy can fill
anywhere from 55% to 65% of oral
solids with automation, the University of Virginia Health System’s
ambulatory pharmacy shows that
you can max out at an even greater
percentage. Gary Johnson, director of
pharmacy operations, reports filling
80% of all prescription vials in the
outpatient location with Parata Max.
“It’s a fast and hands-off process,” says
Johnson. “For example, the interface
between our pharmacy system and
the robotics is smart enough so that
Max knows which of three vial sizes a
prescription needs. Of course, it caps
and labels, too.”

Bob Greenwood, R.Ph.

Denver Drug

Denver, Iowa
Community of 1,800 people.
Volume is about
3,500 to 4,000
prescriptions a
month. One fulltime pharmacist
and open about
50 hours a week.

Moving on to an example in a closeddoor setting, Pharmacy Partners’
Ted Hunt reports efficiency gains on
several fronts after adding DOSIS
automated dispensing from Manchac.
“It’s allowed us to fill the same volume of bingo cards with fewer hours

worked and decreased overtime,” says
Hunt. He further notes that deliveries are now leaving in a more timely
manner each night. “We are hitting
performance and service targets with
DOSIS and being more consistent,”
says Hunt, “and this has helped from
both a customer service perspective
and financially.”
Hunt also points to another critical
role in the LTC dispensing process
that DOSIS plays: prepacking at
night and during slower business
hours. For example, Hunt explains,
on a busy Monday, Pharmacy Partners’ volume is going to exceed what
DOSIS can pack during business
hours, but Hunt can anticipate this
and set DOSIS to prepack on the
other days of the week and after hours
to get a jump on the busy days. “This
means that our busy days go much
more smoothly,” he says.

Gaining Flexibility
In addition to this efficiency, Hunt
points to another important benefit
that he’s seeing: improved flexibility
in meeting the needs of Pharmacy
Partners’ LTC customers for blister
packs in different days' supply, depending on payer type. “One might
want a 28-day supply,” says Hunt.
“Another, such as a hospice, might
want a 15-day supply. And Medicaid’s
going to get a 30-day supply.” Pharmacy Partners has an HL7 interface
between its pharmacy management
software, FrameWorkLTC from SoftWriters, and DOSIS that allows them
to manage days’ supply details in
what’s essentially real time. “We can
set dispensing parameters by patient,
payer, facility, and even by prescription,” Hunt says. This flexibility will
also pay dividends when a federal
short-cycle filling requirement is finally implemented, though Hunt notes
that this was not a major reason for
selecting DOSIS. “This is technolcontinued on page 22
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ogy that’s about much more than just
short-cycle fill,” he says. “We chose it
for what it can do for us right now.”

Supporting
Technicians
As impressive as the efficiency of
dispensing automation is, pharmacists
report that it’s multiplied when it’s
part of a technician-managed dispensing workflow. In this arrangement,
technicians are responsible for filling
the typical prescription all the way up
to the final verification, which remains
the pharmacist’s responsibility. It’s a
process that forms the basis not only
for gaining valuable time in the pharmacy, but for truly transforming the
pharmacist’s role as well.
Mac’s Pharmacy, which uses ScriptPro’s SP 200 robotics, offers a good
example of technicians using dispensing automation to manage the
dispensing process. Owner Mac
Wilhoit staffs primarily with certified technicians and tasks them with
doing pretty much everything except
for the final verification. “Staying out
of the dispensing process until final
verification means that one pharmacist can do more verification and more
counseling,” says Wilhoit.
This trend is also in play at Gibson
Discount pharmacy, according to
owner Bruce Kocian, with technicians
using robotics from RxMedic to fill
about 50% of the walk-in prescriptions. The result, according to Kocian,
is that the technicians on staff are
gaining time that they can use, for example, on the labor-intensive tasks of
the pharmacy’s LTC business. “We are
able to focus more on the complicated
and time-consuming tasks that allow
us to provide a higher service level,”
says Kocian, “all without sacrificing
profitability.”
Returning to Ted Hunt at Pharmacy
Partners, we find another example of
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how automation can extend the
pharmacy’s resources, in essence
becoming a virtual, on-demand technician. Hunt estimates that Pharmacy
Partners’ automation does the work of
a technician and a half. “We gain in
two ways,” says Hunt. “First because
we get extra technician time because
we don’t have to assign anyone to tend
DOSIS constantly, and second, we’re
confident letting it run overnight prepacking the prescription queue we’ve
set in our pharmacy management system. That’s time when we’d never have
a technician available, of course.”

Ted Hunt, R.Ph.

Pharmacy Partners

Kennesaw, Ga.
Four-year-old,
independently
owned long-termcare pharmacy.
Serves about 2,000
patients in north
Georgia, with 99%
in skilled nursing. Averages about
20,000 prescriptions per month.

Hunt admits that it took everyone a
little bit of time to have this level of
confidence. “But the device runs on
good software, with logic that means
it will move on to packing the drugs
it has if one runs out,” Hunt says. He
offers this an example: “If it’s supposed to fill 100 and it only has 90
available, it will fill, move on, and let
us know.”

Automation for
Any Size
Pharmacists are also benefiting from
intense competition among vendors
offering dispensing automation, with
the result that there’s an impressive
array of capable devices from which to
choose, whether a pharmacist is focusing on footprint size, functionality, or
the investment required.
continued on page 24
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According to Bob Greenwood, Kirby
Lester’s KL60, an example of smallerscale robotics, had the right price
point and footprint for Denver Drug,
the smaller of his two pharmacies.
“The thing is that the price point on
it makes it very easy to bring it in to a
smaller pharmacy,” says Greenwood.
“It makes it a little bit easier of a business decision and I feel like we’ll have
a faster payback on it.”
Pharmacists are also finding it critical
to deploy dispensing automation that
can scale with a pharmacy’s growth.
For example, Gregwire Pharmacy’s
Patrick Hilger was looking for
technology that fit his prescription
volume, but also allowed him to plan
for the moderate growth he was anticipating. Hilger eventually decided on
a single 48-dispenser PharmASSIST
SmartCabinet from Innovation, impressed not only by the system’s scalability, but also by its quality control
features and ability to count multiple

Bruce Kocian, R.Ph.

Gibson Discount Pharmacy
Athens, Texas
Smaller independent pharmacy
serving a largely
elderly clientele.
Also serves some
assisted living and
nursing homes
and a significant number of hospice patients.

prescriptions simultaneously. “You
can simply add cabinets, each with 50
dispensers, as you grow,” he explains.
“And that’s exactly what we did less
than six months after first installing
our SmartCabinets.”
Ted Hunt of Pharmacy Partners points
to a combination of the focus on the
right price-point and scalability as two
factors in selecting technology from
Manchac. “We’re all familiar here at
Pharmacy Partners with the dispensing automation out there aimed at big

LTC operations,” says Hunt. “But it
doesn’t fit for us right now at our size.
At the same time, we were only going
to invest in automation that we felt we
could continue to use even as we grow.
We felt that DOSIS gives us a lot of
options to mix and match. We could
add multiple machines or even invest
in different automation while still getting full use out of DOSIS. We believe
it is technology with longevity.”
And for one final example, there’s
Millennium Pharmacy Systems, one
of the fastest-growing privately held
healthcare companies in the country.
In order to keep up with this growth,
the company has put a premium on
finding dispensing automation that is
both modular and cost-effective to deploy. “It has to be easy to add new capacity to support growth, and we need
solutions that allowed for efficient
use of our capital,” says senior VP
of pharmacy operations Joe Poliseo.
Among the solutions that Millennium
has found to meet these requirements
continued on page 26

THE POWER OF AUTOMATION.
MADE SIMPLE.
7-day • 14-day • 30-day
On-Demand • Prepack • Calendar • Daily • Cycle
DOSIS® L60 by Manchac Technologies, LLC is the ﬁrst viable
totally hands-free robotic solution for pharmacies.
The L60 offers you the flexibility to choose your fulfillment solution
for any number of pills from 1-31 days.
All this in a single medication blister card for your
long term care, institutional and correctional facility patients.
The L60 offers maximum value to you by minimizing the space
required to achieve significant prescription throughput rates for your
highest-moving medications.

DOSIS® is safer and more accurate, allowing you to better serve your customers.

Visit www.dosis.com; send us an email at sales@manchac.com;
or call us at 877.626.2422 for more information.
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Custom Fit.

One size does not fit all.
HBS operates under the notion that a successful pharmacy is more than long
hours and personal care. Functionality, customization, and integrated
system solutions are also key factors in the continued success of your
pharmacy—options that best fit your needs.

A N S X C C O M PA N Y
(800) 444-1427 l www.HBSRx.com

Continually enhanced and customized for nearly 30 years, HBS’ pharmacy
systems provide all levels of pharmacy an easy-to-use application designed to
manage your operation efficiently—not to mention other products and unique
features that can be tailored to meet your needs.
Introduce yourself to HBS. Visit us at www.HBSRx.com or call us for additional
info. Because helping you make your pharmacy successful is what we do!

THE SMART CHOICE IN PHARMACY SOFTWARE
Independent

l

Chain

l

Institutional/Nursing Home

l

Mail Order/Central Fill
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are TCGRx’s ATP 384, 320, and 128
oral-solid packagers.
This technology is also designed to
help the company easily work through
any unplanned outages. “What
they’ve done well is to recognize
that all mechanical equipment will
occasionally break down, no matter how well you execute preventive
maintenance and no matter how well

Patrick Hilger, R.Ph.

Gregwire Pharmacy
Russell, Kan.
Independent
pharmacy
serving a town
of 4,200 and a
service population
of about 7,000.

designed,” says Poliseo, who is trained
as an engineer. “The mechanical
part of these TCGRx units, called
the lower packaging unit, or LPU, is
actually removable,” he explains. “We
always keep a hot spare LPU ready to
go.” This particular feature makes for
a robust design, in Poliseo’s view.

Differentiating with
Automation
Millennium has found that the right
dispensing automation can also really differentiate a pharmacy from
its competitors. Poliseo reports that
Millennium has been dedicated to
short-cycle dispensing since its founding in 2003. The company’s proprietary software, coupled with TCGRx
technology, supports this mission by
producing time-specific, multidose
pouches on a three-day/four-day fill
cycle for oral solid refills. Additionally,
each multidose pouch has a bar code

that uniquely identifies the patient,
each medication in the pouch, and
the time of administration for what
Poliseo calls the ultimate in point-ofcare patient safety. “We are the only
medication management and pharmacy company of any size and scale that
is dispensing in a maximum of four
days for routine oral solid refills,” says
Poliseo. “We believe that short-cycle
dispensing provides us with a competitive advantage and that this method
is best for the residents we serve, the
nursing home owners and operators who don’t want an abundance
of medication in advance, and most
importantly, for the payers.” Poliseo
notes that medication types and doses
change frequently for the patient
population Millennium serves, and
there’s always turnover as residents are
discharged. He points out that it’s also
important to know that these patients
take more than 10 medications on
average, with oral solids accounting
for 70% to 80% of this volume.
Millennium also looks to differentiate
itself through the detailed analysis it
applies to streamline its operations.
These efforts are again supported
in part by TCGRx, which Poliseo
commends for developing very userfriendly and flexible software to pair
with its automation. “That’s a big
reason we went with them,” he says.
Millennium has successfully integrated TCGRx’s software with its own
proprietary systems, from electronic
physician and nurse ordering to its
pharmacy platform, all of which
results in seamless, error-free processing of each order. The software also
allows Millennium to do ad hoc, indepth statistical analysis to make the
packagers as efficient as possible and
maximize packager uptime. “Everything we’ve done — from the standpoint of our production and cleaning
schedules to how we do preventive
maintenance and how we design the
formulary and planogram we use to
continued on page 28
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Night owl.

RxMedic ADS™ is the retail robotic dispensing solution that
works with your IVR/pharmacy management system and burns
the midnight oil. With the industry’s only configurable collating
area that holds hundreds of finished scripts. ADS selects the
proper vial, labels the vial and dispenses pills. Before capping
prescriptions, only ADS captures a drug verification photo to
enhance quality assurance. For faster dispensing of more topmoving drugs day or night, make the leap to RxMedic ADS.

See the future of pharmacy automation
at rxmedic.com or call 800 .882 .3819.

© RxMedic ADS and RxMedic ACS are trademarks of RxMedic Systems, Inc. RxMedic Systems, Inc. is a subsidiary of the J M Smith Corporation.
May/June
In this photo, the trays have been rotated to better exhibit the ADS’ vial capacity. In actual operation, they are fixed in position.
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to 90% of the medications doctors
order. And with all those drugs being
fill the units — is designed to maxidispensed through Pyxis, Johnson
mize productivity and quality,” says then had to find a way to automate
Poliseo.
the replenishment of those inventories. “So we partnered with Talyst and
Lessons from
installed four carousels to house all our
Hospital Pharmacy
central pharmacy inventory,” he says.
Johnson also established a perpetual
The University of Virginia Health
System, mentioned earlier for the high inventory system based on par levels.
Now, when the stock in a Pyxis unit
fill rates it gets from its outpatient
reaches a threshold level, the central
pharmacy robotics, has also recently
pharmacy receives an electronic file
revamped its centralized inpatient
that activates the Talyst carousels to
pharmacy automation as part of a
present a technician with the medicathree-year migration path to a new
electronic medical record system. “It tions needed. The technician uses a
handheld scanner to ensure that the
has been a wholesale replacement of
drug matches the order sent. “This
technology that had been here for
has decreased our dispensing errors
20 years,” says Gary Johnson. “It
by roughly 75%, which is a huge
was a quantum leap.” Reengineerimprovement,” says Johnson. It has
ing the central inpatient pharmacy
meant doubling the number of Pyxis also created a data-driven reordering
machines on the floors to provide con- process that generates wholesaler POs
based on the predetermined par levels.
trolled, on-demand access for nurses
continued from page 26

Take Your Prescription
Drug Verification Up a
Level with ScriptChek®
Printable “2D” Drug Image Database

Joe Poliseo

Millennium Pharmacy Systems
Oak Brook, Ill.
Nine pharmacies
serve more than
220 separate facility customers in 13
states, from New
England to Florida.
Most are skillednursing facilities, though some
are other post-acute-care settings such as assisted and independent living and hospice.

In total, the new process has had a
major impact on standing inventory,
reducing it from roughly 11 days to
about four days. “We are saving about
$500,000 in carrying costs,” says
Johnson.
While these results of Johnson’s efforts
continued on page 30
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are impressive from the financial
and logistical points of view, he also
points to another important reason
for putting more of the burden of
the physical distribution on technology managed by technicians. “We
wanted to pull the pharmacists out of
the pharmacy and put them on the
floors,” he says. And this is perhaps
the most important trend that automated dispensing is part of.

Technology and
Patient Care
In fact, there are pharmacists in all
settings who are moving toward a
more clinical, patient-care-oriented
model. Valu-Med’s Justin Wilson,
for one, has a view of the value of
dispensing automation that is based
on what it ultimately allows him
to do for his patients. “We look at
technology as a way to improve our

patient care,” he says. “It’s our goal
to make sure that our pharmacists
are out front counseling patients and
also providing clinical services in our
pharmacy.”

come here, we’re willing to handle
things like this for them.”

This patient orientation may take the
relatively basic form of having time
to take a more active role in clearing
up patients’ problem prescriptions.
As Gibson Discount Pharmacy’s
Bruce Kocian puts it, “We’re a
service-oriented pharmacy and we’ve
gained time from our use of dispensing automation. Right now we are
using a lot of that time contacting
payers and doctors, particularly
working on Part D formulary issues.”
Solving problems for patients leads
to better and more frequent communication with them, according to
Kocian. “We let our patients know
what we are doing for them when we
resolve a formulary issue,” he says.
“They appreciate it that, when they

There are many other possible patient
services, of course. And pharmacists
are pursuing them even in smaller settings. Bob Greenwood’s Denver Drug
is one example of this trend. “Our
pharmacist there, Brent Bovy, does a
number of flu shots, he does diabetic
shoe fittings, and he provides Zostavax vaccinations,” reports Greenwood. “We want Brent to be available and to have time for services,
particularly because we are the only
pharmacy in town.” This means it is
even more important for Greenwood
to have a streamlined filling process
helped by dispensing automation.

Supporting a
Clinical Model

Mac Wilhoit of Mac’s Pharmacy is
continued on page 32
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a pharmacist excited about the new
clinical model he has underway.
Wilhoit finds the motivation for this
in his sons, Mike, currently working with Mac, and Rick, who’s about
to finish pharmacy school. “Their
training is a lot more extensive than
what I got when I went to school,”
says Wilhoit. “So when Mike came to
work with me, we really got started
trying to figure out ways to use all
this knowledge at retail.” Moving to
a new model is a hard thing to do,
Wilhoit admits, but he and Mike
decided to just jump in and see if
they could do it the right way. To this
end, Wilhoit is dedicating the time
ScriptPro robotics frees up for his
two pharmacists to several patientoriented services and to acting as a
preceptor for pharmacy students who
intern at Mac’s Pharmacy.
The first service leverages a feature
in Wilhoit’s ScriptPro pharmacy
management software that allows
him to synchronize all of a patient’s

prescriptions for filling on one day.
“This is great for reducing the strain
on patients trying to keep up with
multiple medications,” says Wilhoit.
It also means that once a month,
Wilhoit and his staff have a chance
to review all active medications with
patients in this program. “It means
that these patients are getting a
regular medication review,” he says.
“We are checking for drugs that have
been discontinued, calling the doctor
for refills, and talking about compliance, all with the goal of getting
better outcomes for our patients.”
Wilhoit notes that this program leads
to doctors referring patients to his
pharmacy. “But it requires time,” he
says, “which is exactly what robotics
helps to give us.”

sence here, too. “There’s licensing and
CLIA waivers for the blood-testing
lab work,” says Wilhoit. “There are
always steps associated with these
clinical activities, and you have to
have time to take them.”

The second patient service at Mac’s
Pharmacy provides patients access
not only to a diabetes care center,
but to blood testing for undiagnosed
diabetics as well. “Running a diabetes
care center is not a new thing,” says
Wilhoit, “although our testing service
is more unusual.” Time is of the es-

Valu-Med’s Justin Wilson has also
put a lot of thought into building a
different kind of pharmacy model
facilitated by the efficiency of his
technician- and automation-driven
dispensing process. “I was interested
right out of school in providing
clinical services in the community

Mac Wilhoit, R.Ph.

Mac’s Pharmacy
Knoxville, Tenn.
Two locations in
Knoxville. Partner
in a third location.
Retail pharmacy
operation also
serving long-term
care and offering a diabetes care center and
testing.
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pharmacy setting,” he says. Much like
Wilhoit, Wilson started out with a
diabetes education and management
program, which continues to be one
of his most successful programs. “We
see patients by appointment,” says
Wilson. “Patients are paying us outof-pocket for this service, or in cases
in which the patients are using insulin
pumps, the companies that make
those pumps pay.”
Wilson also has what he calls a very
healthy immunization service that
started out with flu and pneumonia
shots and over the years has expanded
into a travel health niche. “We do a
full consult and talk not only about
the shots, but also about safe food
and water habits, malaria prevention,
and insect precautions,” he says. “We
are spending 30 or 45 minutes with
these patients to help make sure that
they come back healthy.” Bioidentical hormone replacement therapy
(BHRT) is yet another consultative
service Wilson offers. And of course,
he is billing Medicare for MTM
activities such as comprehensive
medication reviews and brown bags.
“All these things are possible because
we are able to be more efficient on
our dispensing side,” Wilson says.
“And we are generating revenue from
those services. If you look at any one
of them, it's not going to blow you
away with the amount of money we
are making. But if you look at all the
clinical services together, there’s some
pretty healthy revenue there.” These
services also drive Valu-Med’s prescription volume, according to Wilson, a virtuous cycle that only makes
efficient dispensing ever more critical.
“We are picking up life-long patients,
families and spouses, and neighbors,”
says Wilson. “And it’s all because we
are implementing services.”
Returning to the world of hospital
pharmacy, Gary Johnson reports that
the pharmacy automation at the University of Virginia Health System has
had the intended effect of changing

the pharmacist’s role there. “We now
have 12 different pharmacy teams on
the floors, working with different specialties such as oncology, cardiology,
and critical care,” says Johnson. “On
any day we have two pharmacists on
a floor, one rounding with physicians
and another reviewing all the orders
entered via CPOE.” These pharmacists are using the close interaction
with physicians to help select more
appropriate and more cost-effective
drugs, according to Johnson, with
significant benefits accruing. One concrete result of this is that the pharmacy is already $5 million under budget
as of March. Another major benefit
is the advice the on-floor pharmacists
are providing to nurses when it comes
to discharge medications for patients.
“It’s had a huge effect,” says Johnson.
Johnson also sees a further role for the
hospital pharmacists in following up
by phone with discharged patients in
high-risk groups to encourage compliance and reduce medication-related
readmissions. “It’s going to be a new
approach that requires a partnership
between the inpatient and outpatient
pharmacies to manage these patients,”
explains Johnson. Ultimately, this is
an area where hospital and community pharmacy may end up working
closely together. “It would be wonderful if we could find community-based
pharmacy partners for this program,”
says Johnson. “I envision providing a
baseline discharge profile to the patient’s regular community pharmacist
and letting that pharmacist provide
the follow-up.” There are many things
that need to happen to create such a
partnership, of course, but pharmacies following the trends in dispensing automation are already laying
the groundwork as they create more
clinically oriented practices.

The Power to
Transform
What becomes clear is the transforcontinued on next page
May/June 2011
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Gary Johnson, Pharm.D.

mation of the physical dispensing
process via dispensing automation is
truly part and parcel of transforming the pharmacy practice model.
In fact, it seems likely that broader
adoption of dispensing automation is
going to be a necessity in order for all
the excitement about MTM and the
new service-based pharmacy to come
to fruition. “I think we are seeing a
greater number of pharmacies going
to automation,” says Bruce Kocian.
“I can’t imagine working without it
now, not with the volumes you need
to maintain to keep profitability
up. We’ve seen a real return on the
investment in robotics because of the
efficiency that it brings and the time
that it frees up that we apply to better
customer service.”
Mac Wilhoit sees a very direct
connection between efforts to improve the technology deployed by
pharmacy and better patient care.

University of Virginia Health
System Pharmacy

Charlottesville, Va.
Pharmacy department consists of
about 200 FTEs.
Annual drug expense of roughly
$100 million, which
generates revenue
of about $500 million.

“Pharmacists of the future are going
to be doing more with patients,” says
Wilhoit, “rather than the traditional
filling tasks.”
Ted Hunt sees dispensing automation
as one key technology for giving him
the opportunity to focus his attention back on the patient. “Pharmacy
will continue to be a service-oriented
business,” he says. “Automation is a
way for us to redirect ourselves and
meet the needs of our patients. That’s

what it boils down to.”
Of course, automation, for all its
power, is just one tool available to
pharmacists looking to the future.
“Moving your practice toward a
patient care model is something of a
puzzle,” says Justin Wilson. “Automation is one piece here that helps us
drive our efficiencies. You also have
to factor in everything from IVR to
e-prescribing to barcode scanning
within your workflow software to
point of sale. I think you have to have
several pieces in place to really, truly
become efficient. If you are going to
ask me to take a basic pharmacy and
plug in a robot, I don’t know if it
would be as successful without looking at the big picture.” CT
Will Lockwood is
senior editor for
ComputerTalk. He can
be reached at will@
computertalk.com.
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Too Many…
√ Third-party Drug Programs?
√ Pharmacy Schools Creating Too Many
Pharmacists?
√ Mail-order Pharmacies?
√ Chain Stores?
√ Patients?

Y

ou are about to get George’s opinions on these questions. By the way, I have excellent opinions. If they
were not excellent they would not be my opinions. Others
may have different opinions that they believe are excellent.
So be it.

Too Many Third-party Drug Programs?

Yes, there are too many. The confusion that they create is
awful. Many seniors are faced with more than 70 different
plans, each with its own incomprehensible list of drugs
and rules. They are virtually impossible to compare with
each other — even for the experts. Many folks 65 or older,
who may have no idea what a gigabyte or parasympathomimetic is, are unable to make any rational decision.
By the way, “health insurance” is an oxymoron. When we
buy auto insurance, home insurance, or life insurance, they
all have a known maximum cost (cost of the car, cost of
the house, what you say your life is worth). But nobody
wants that kind of ceiling on healthcare costs. Healthcare
does not fit into the insurance model.
So far, it does not seem that competition has driven down
the cost of health insurance. We need easier decisions for
the buyer and effective control systems to prevent overuse,
increase preventative care, and improve quality.

Too many Pharmacy Schools Creating
Too Many Pharmacists? I don’t think so. But it

will take a while to calm the waves. Just a couple of years
ago, there were lots of jobs and not enough pharmacists.
Today pharmacists are having trouble finding jobs that
36
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they like. In the next couple of years pharmacists, especially new ones, will have trouble finding jobs. However, there
are several huge shifts that I believe will result in many
more rewarding jobs.

Mail-order Pharmacies? Mail-order pharmacies
routinely fill over 30,000 prescriptions a day. They do it
with zero errors. And they do it with a minimum number of people, in a low-rent district. They also are able to
negotiate good prices for the drugs they dispense. They
are going to grow as people become more accustomed to
dealing with them. What they cannot do is take care of
immediate-need medications such as antibiotics. No matter how much mail order grows, there will be a need for
convenient local dispensing sites.
Chain Pharmacies? What I find interesting is that

the drugstore chains are adding groceries to their mix and
the grocery store chains are adding pharmacies to their
mix. I have no idea where that will end. However, it is
clear that the chains (both types) are here to stay. What
is bothersome to me is when I see two or three chain
pharmacies in one small shopping center — each with
pharmacists and technicians counting by fives, hassling
with insurance programs, and dealing with upset patients/
customers.

Too Many Patients? The average age of the popu-

lation is increasing — rapidly. Older people consume more
drugs. That means more prescriptions to fill. Does that
mean more pharmacist jobs? Up to a point, yes. We also
need better ways to meet those needs. There are too many
expensive people counting by fives. More, better, and less
expensive robots are needed. And they will come.
The number of people able to get healthcare (including
drugs) will increase by the millions as healthcare reform is
implemented. Just ask your state’s Medicaid administrators
what they are projecting.
continued on page 38
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Too Few Physicians There are not enough physi-

cians to take care of this huge increase in the need for
healthcare services. The medical schools will not be able to
produce them fast enough to meet the need.
We all know that patients do not take their drugs as they
should. That’s just one of the factors that result in the
United States having the most money spent on healthcare
and one of the poorest national records in the effectiveness
of healthcare.
Those primary-care settings need help. They need help
monitoring patients. They need help making drug deci-

PrimeRx

sions. Pharmacists can fulfill those functions. Pharmacists
will be moving into primary-care settings. And they will
not be taking their pills with them. All of the schools of
pharmacy have been preparing their students for these
roles for many years. Physicians and administrators need to
know that pharmacists are ready and able.
Individuals and associations need to get the word out. A
large portion of the physician workload increases can be
alleviated by using the skills of pharmacists. Little or no additional training is needed. All that is needed is a computer
terminal and some space where the pharmacists can interact with patients. Physicians already in such environments
say they love it and would not be without the pharmacists
in their practice.
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has provided solutions to independent
pharmacies.
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of products can assist you in achieving
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Pharmacists are counseling patients on
their drug therapy; initiating therapy
based on the physician’s diagnosis;
monitoring and prescribing schedule
II drugs; and participating in other
patient-care activities. It is being done.
It works. Patients, physicians, and
health plan administrators are happy.
Compensation cannot be overlooked.
I expect that most of these pharmacists
will be paid by the organization where
they work in a manner similar to the
way the physicians are paid. I doubt
that there will be much pharmacist feefor-service billing and compensation.
It has been said that “Times of crisis
are times of opportunity.” That is certainly the case here. There is a healthcare crisis. The opportunities are there.

Go for It. Pharmacists: When
was the last time you sat down with a
physician and talked about his or her
practice needs? Probably never. Get
outside of your four walls. Knock on
some doors. See what is behind them.
Start with an afternoon a week. Let me
know what happens. CT
George Pennebaker, Pharm.D., is a
consultant and past president of the California
Pharmacists Association. He can be reached by
email at george.pennebaker@sbcglobal.net.
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Electronically
Communicating with
Patients: Is the Time
Right?

T

he patient-centered medical home (PCMH) continues to be a
regularly appearing news topic in the health information technology space. Accountable care organizations (ACO) provide the administrative structure that is responsible for and oversees the activities occurring
in PCMH models. A primary focus of the PCMH model is to create a
coordinated-care experience for patients that is very unlike today’s healthcare nonsystem. A single primary-care physician serves as the central hub
to coordinate patient care among generalists and specialists. The PCMH
model is not a new concept in healthcare delivery, but it is receiving considerable attention lately. We believe there are parallel initiatives happening
today, in increasing numbers, that have the potential to positively impact
pharmacy practice.
The PCMH model is intended to address the patient’s entire spectrum
of needs: acute, chronic, preventative, and end-of-life care. An obvious
opportunity for pharmacists in the PCMH is medication management,
coordinated across the patient’s entire spectrum of care. A central theme
of the PCMH model is increased communication between providers and
their patients. The goal of this increased communication is to provide enhanced access to care and to equip patients with tools to become proactive,
involved contributors in their own care.

Connecting Electronically Although not explicitly tied to

the PCMH, one area that is seeing growing interest as a way to enhance
communication between patients and physicians is the use of electronic
communication that functions similarly to email exchange. The concept of
patient-provider electronic communication is not new, but it wasn’t until
recently that the idea began gaining traction. This communication is typically occurring because patients have specific questions about their conditions, lab test results, and other health-related issues that do not necessarily
require a visit to the physician’s office. From a patient’s perspective, electronic communication provides a great way to ask questions whenever they

Brent I. Fox,
Pharm.D., Ph.D.

Bill G.
Felkey, M.S.

arise and simultaneously prevent a clinic
visit.
From the provider’s perspective, the challenges of electronic communication are
much more easily identified than the benefits. You can likely recognize that time
is one of the biggest challenges to physicians’ acceptance of electronic communication with patients. Between seeing hospitalized patients for most of the morning
and patients in clinic the remainder of the
day, addressing potentially dozens of electronic messages each afternoon or evening
is probably not very appealing. Privacy
and confidentiality of messages are also a
clear concern for providers. Penalties due
to HIPAA violations are a real possibility. The privacy/confidentiality concern
is addressed through the use of patient
portals for message exchange instead of a
traditional email exchange. Patients who
desire to send a message to their provider
access a secure portal and submit their
messages there. The provider then logs in
through the portal to see the messages.
This type of message exchange is more secure because the messages remain within
the environment of the portal instead of
traversing network hubs like traditional
email messages.
continued on next page
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Have you thought about the prospect of putting in a full
10- or 12-hour shift several days a week, then spending
Education of patients is an effective method to address the
time outside the pharmacy addressing electronic comnext concern regarding electronic communication between
munication? Larger pharmacy businesses could share the
patients and providers: use of electronic communication
responsibility of addressing electronic communication,
for urgent situations. Patients must understand that, just as
similar to existing models for remote order review. The
the automated phone message at medical facilities (includreality is that pharmacists face workload issues very similar
ing physician offices) instructs callers to hang up and dial
to those of their physician colleagues.
911 for urgent matters, electronic communication is not
appropriate for medical emergencies. Patients should also One barrier not addressed above is the challenge of finding
receive education regarding the customary time it takes to a pharmacy management system that provides electronic
answer any messages they submit.
communication functionality or a Web-based accompanying service. We believe, however, that the largest challenge
Time Is Money The last and potentially most
to overcome is the financial barrier. If reimbursement for
difficult barrier to overcome for electronic communicaelectronic communication between patients and physicians
tion between physicians and patients is reimbursement.
is not fully adopted by insurers, how long will it take for
Physicians’ billing practices are much different from those pharmacists — who have generally not been reimbursed
of pharmacy, and reimbursement for electronic communi- for services — to be reimbursed for this type of communication would be consistent with existing practices. Adcation? It may take a while. One way to begin addressing
ditionally, from a workload standpoint, the argument for
this barrier is to identify patients who are willing to pay
reimbursement is supported. The challenge remains, how- out of pocket for electronic communication. Another alever, to determine if and how to structure reimbursement ternative is to partner with a local self-insured company to
for electronic communication between physicians and
pilot-test the service. As a self-insured entity, the company
patients. Should reimbursement occur for each electronic has flexibility and decision-making power. Additionally, in
exchange, through a capitated method, or by some other
today’s healthcare environment, self-insured employers are
approach? The challenge is being addressed, however,
looking for ways to reduce their costs.
as some health plans are reimbursing physicians for this
Ultimately, you may be asking yourself if electronic comservice under clearly defined models (http://on.wsj.com/
munication between patients and providers (physicians
kx3TOV). The AMA has even developed guidelines for
the activity (http://bit.ly/mmB2ax). This is not to say that and pharmacists) will ever gain widespread adoption. We
every physician in the country is communicating electroni- believe that you are practicing at the best time in hiscally with patients, but in today’s healthcare environment, tory for exploration and adoption of novel approaches to
healthcare delivery. Patient empowerment is a primary
ideas that were perhaps once viewed as pie-in-the-sky are
focus in today’s healthcare system. Will pharmacists face
now being studied more closely. In fact, one study found
improved outcomes for patients who communicated elec- more challenges to reimbursement for electronic communication than physicians? Most likely, yes. However,
tronically with physicians (http://bit.ly/kjOcuZ).
you are positioned to contribute to PCMH models as the
Whereas physicians are traditionally reimbursed for
medication therapy experts, and MTM service reimburseservices, pharmacy’s reimbursement has usually been
ment recognizes your contribution to healthcare without
tied to product, while we provide our services (i.e., our
being tied to dispensing of a medication. Our crystal ball
knowledge) for free. That model is changing with medica- is not crystal clear on what the future holds, but we believe
tion therapy management services. Might it change with
there is an opportunity for a subset of your patients to
electronic communication with your patients?
engage in meaningful, medication-therapy-related comPharmacy Issues We identified the common bar- munication with you via electronic channels. We invite
your comments. CT
riers to electronic communication between patients and
physicians above. Do the same challenges exist for you to Brent I. Fox, Pharm.D., Ph.D., is an assistant professor, and Bill
G. Felkey, M.S., is professor emeritus, Department of Pharmacy
begin providing the service? Many of the challenges are
Care Systems, Harrison School of Pharmacy, Auburn University.
similar and would be addressed through similar mechaThey can be reached at foxbren@auburn.edu and felkebg@auburn.
nisms. The workload issue applies for pharmacy as well.
continued from previous page
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A Call for a New Health
IT Strategy

I

n a report issued to President Obama in December 2010, the President’s
Council of Advisors on Science and Technology (PCAST) recommended
a significant shift in strategy in order to achieve the promised goals of health
information technology (HIT) to improve healthcare quality and lower its
cost. The report calls for the federal government to push hard for a national
IT infrastructure where patient data can be accessed in real time by providers
and be de-identified and accessed by researchers and public health officials.
One goal is to enable a market for applications that enhance electronic health
record (EHR) usability and patient involvement. The shift may have major
impact on pharmacy system vendors and the work of the Pharmacy e-Health
Information Technology Collaborative.
Entitled Realizing the Full Potential of Health Information Technology to
Improve Healthcare for Americans: The Path Forward, the 108-page document examines the potential of HIT to improve health; assesses current HIT
adoption; introduces a new model for the HIT ecosystem — an architecture
to address privacy and security concerns, economic and regulatory issues, and
The benefits that HIT adoption may catalyze for
healthcare are severalfold, according to the PCAST
report, and include:
• Integrating technology into clinical practice as an asset, while minimizing unproductive data entry work.
• Giving clinicians real-time access to complete patient data and
information to make the best decisions.
• Helping patients become more involved in their own care.
• Enabling a range of population-level public-health monitoring and
real-time research.
• Improving clinical trials, leading to more rapid advances in
personalized medicine.
• Streamlining processes, increasing their transparency, and
reducing administrative overhead, as it has in other industries.
• Leading to the creation of new high-technology markets and jobs,
and helping support economic reforms in the healthcare system
that will help address the country’s long-term fiscal challenges.

Marsha K.
Millonig, R.Ph.,
M.B.A.

HIT research opportunities; and provides guidance to government agencies
and specific recommendations.
PCAST is an advisory group of the
nation’s leading scientists and engineers,
appointed by the president to augment
the science and technology advice available from the government. PCAST is
consulted about and often makes policy
recommendations concerning the full
range of issues where understandings
from the domains of science, technology, and innovation potentially bear on
the policy choices before the president.
A list of PCAST members may be
accessed at http://www.whitehouse.
gov/ostp/pcast. PCAST created the
report with the assistance of a working
group of nongovernmental experts and
consulted with government officials,
industry representatives, IT experts,
and healthcare professionals.

Significant Changes Proposed In brief, PCAST concluded

that for HIT to achieve the benefits
shown in the box on the previous page
and transform healthcare as technology has transformed other industries
and the economy, a different strategy is
needed from that outlined and funded
in the 2009 stimulus bill (HITECH),
by the 2010 ACA/healthcare reform
continued on next page
May/June 2011
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continued from previous page

bill, and by the Office of the National
Coordinator for Health Information Technology (ONC). The report
acknowledges these federal initiatives
as making some important advances,
but says, “healthcare has taken only
the first few steps toward an electronic future.” The report cites the
fact that 80% of all physicians are in
small, independent practices that lack
even “rudimentary” digital records.
Other problems include a slow diffusion of IT into healthcare, and
its primary focus on administrative
functions instead of clinical support.
Healthcare providers lack technical
expertise and financial incentives
to implement systems that share
information. The fee-for-service
payment model is not creating
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strong incentives to share information, avoid unnecessary treatments,
or coordinate care. Further, existing
electronic records lack usability and
links to other information for clinical decision support. Standards and
infrastructure are lacking that would
allow information to be easily shared
across organizations as well. The
report notes that relevant information
does not move with patients who visit
multiple providers to receive care.
Federal efforts to encourage local and
regional health information exchanges
(HIEs) are hampered by agreements
between exchange users, lack of financial incentives, and weak long-term
business models. Finally, patients
have concerns about the privacy and
security of health information.
While acknowledging the success

of some EHR systems, such as the
VA’s VistA and Kaiser Permanente’s
HealthConnect, the report notes that
these are still closed systems that do
not exchange information between
providers on a large scale and cannot
be easily searched for timely information needed in emergency situations.
To achieve the real-time data access
system described, PCAST outlines a
technological approach that strongly
protects patient privacy and lays out
the economic and regulatory steps
necessary.
PCAST calls for the creation, dissemination, and use of a “universal
exchange language” for health information that enables it to be shared
through a network infrastructure that
allows a patient’s data to be located
and accessed with strong, persistent

privacy preferences. The language
would be based on some kind of extensible markup language syntax. The
strategy represents an “evolutionary”
transformation from traditional EHR
systems to a “tagged data element”
model in keeping with managing and
storing data using advanced datamining techniques that break down
data into the smallest individual
pieces that can be exchanged or aggregated. PCAST uses the analogy
of a person today using his or her
computer to access a Web page where
various parts of the page are dynamically aggregated in real time from
many different computers.
Tagged data elements would be accompanied by a mandatory “metadata tag” that describes the data
attributes, provenance, and privacy
protections. PCAST says that by
storing data in this fashion, clinicians would be able to easily access a
patient-centric record tailored to each
medical encounter. Further, the data
does not rely on a single provider or
vendor for use. The data element indexing and access services needed to
facilitate this model are viewed as part
of the national health infrastructure.
In sum, PCAST describes the strategy
change as one where all healthcare
is organized around the needs and
specific characteristics of the patient
rather than the physician’s office,
hospital, insurance company, or
EHR vendor. Further, the approach
does not require a uniform patient
identifier or national healthcare data
repository.

credits Internet-based cloud-computing technologies and personal health
records as examples of technologies
that provide disruptive innovation.
Midterm goals outlined for moving toward this new strategy include
universal access by clinicians and
patients; a robust platform for developers to create user interfaces, decision support, storage, and archiving
services widely available with little
capital investment; seamless, usertransparent, cross-organizational data
exchange; strong privacy protection
both for data at rest and in transit;
and a way to efficiently aggregate deidentified data for public health and
research purposes. The report dedicates a chapter to explain a health IT
architecture for privacy and security
based on encryption, authentication,
authorization, and auditablility. Costs
would be borne by both the public
and private sectors.

ommendations for the U.S. chief
technology officer, as well as ONC,
CMS, HHS, and other agencies.
One recommendation is for ONC
to move to ensure the development
of these capabilities and that ONC
work with CMS to focus 2013 and
2015 “meaningful use” guidelines on
comprehensive ability to exchange
health IT. PCAST also says it has
important concerns about CMS’s
internal data infrastructure being
hampered by long implementation
cycles and the need to be modernized
and revamped to effectively engage in
HIT exchange. CT
Marsha K. Millonig, R.Ph., M.B.A.,
is president of Catalyst Enterprises, LLC,
located in Eagan, Minn. The firm provides
consulting, research, and writing services to
help industry players provide services more
efficiently and implement new services
for future growth. The author can be
reached at marshak59@yahoo.com.

PCAST outlines 24 specific rec-

This “disruptive innovation” is consistent with the themes outlined by
Harvard’s Clayton Christensen during his keynote address at the American Pharmacists Association annual
meeting in March. Christensen has
studied numerous industries changed
by disruptive innovation, and noted
that as technology impacts healthcare,
it will be moved to more local delivery wherever the patient is. PCAST
May/June 2011
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What’s New with D.0

D

.0 was named as the new HIPAA standard for transmitting claims
in January 2009, with an implementation date of Jan. 1, 2012. The
industry has had almost three years to become compliant. Some of you may
be using the D.0 transaction already. However, it is likely many of you are
not. By now I am sure you have heard about D.0.

The Difference D.0 has over 60 new “request” fields (data elements)
compared to 5.1 and over 50 new “response” fields for processors to send
back to the pharmacy. In D.0, there are also three new “request” segments
(groups of related fields) and three new “response” segments.
Several of the new fields are designed for Medicaid, Medicare Part D, and
Medigap to better handle coordination of benefits (COB).
New COB pricing fields added to D.O have two advantages. The first is that
they make it easier to identify the insurers covering a patient’s prescription in
a coordination-of-benefits situation. The second is they clarify payments and
co-pays when more than one payer is involved.
Using the new COB will improve the claims adjudication process by providing the ability to identify each payer of a COB prescription and the portion
of the claim each payer is responsible for, resulting in correct payment.

Mandatory Versus Optional The majority of the new fields are
not mandatory, but optional. An important addition to D.0 is the defined
situations for the use of optional fields. The “minimum necessary” requirement in the privacy rule means pharmacies and claims processors must limit
the information shared to the minimum necessary to adjudicate a claim.
Processors will also return the minimum necessary information in the response. Therefore, the new information in D.0 will only be submitted when
it is needed to adjudicate a claim.
External Code List Codes and values will be listed in an external

code list (ECL), instead of having these defined in the standard itself.
Because the ECL is not part of the standard, changes to the list can occur
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David
Schuetz,
R.Ph.

at any time, without having to wait
for a new version of the standard. An
approved change request will result in
publication of a new ECL. Due to the
nature of the ECL process, pharmacy
system vendors and claims processors
need to be prepared to add or remove
ECL codes and values used in D.0.

DAW 9 In the product selection field

in 5.1, “dispense as written” (DAW)
code 9 was a code that did not have a
specific use; some used it as an “other”
code. In D.0, DAW 9 was redefined to
mean “substitution allowed by prescriber
but the patient’s plan requested brand
product to be dispensed.”

Field Length Changes Two

fields used for a prescription number
have been extended to 12 digits from
seven digits. Therefore, pharmacy systems will have the option to submit prescription numbers using a full 12-digit
value come 2012, and I expect a gradual
adoption of this length over time.
Another field length that’s been changed
is the “additional message information”
field. In 5.1, this is a nonrepeating field
with a maximum length of 200 characters. In D.0, this field has a maximum
length of 40 characters, but the field can
repeat up to 25 times. While the field is

smaller in size, the repeating feature allows for scalability to
send messages longer than 200 characters.

Other Important Changes Pharmacies can

specify one of over 40 codes to identify the place where
a drug is dispensed or a service administered. There are
15 codes to indicate if the patient resides at home or in a
skilled-nursing facility, group home, hospice, etc.
Three pricing fields in D.0 determine the amount of the
co-pay associated with the selection of a brand drug, nonpreferred formulary drug, or brand nonpreferred formulary
drug. These three fields replace the single field in 5.1 used
for this purpose. The reason is to
help understand the amount added
to the co-pay based on brand selection and/or plan formulary.
Another new field is the one that
can be used for “estimated generic
savings.” This is the amount the patient would save with a generic drug
instead of the brand.

Be Ready The new fields added to D.0 will provide

the opportunity for more precise information exchange
between pharmacies and claims processors. It is important
that you check with your system vendor on when you are
scheduled to receive the software to handle D.0. CT

David Schuetz, R.Ph., is a consultant with Pharmacy Healthcare
Solutions, Inc. (PHSI), in Pittsburgh, Pa. His areas of expertise
include pharmacy practice management, electronic ordering systems
operations, testing, training, documentation, and deployment. He
also specializes in pharmacy database and drug file management,
and serves as a subject matter expert in pharmacy data warehousing.
The author can be reached at dschuetz@phsirx.com.

Simply The BeST Value
in pharmacy SofTware

Email Information The

patient’s email address can be sent
to the claims processor, who could
use the email address to send messages directly to the patients for such
things as:
■ Product recalls.
■ Medication Guides to fulfill
REMS requirements.
■ Invitations to participate in clinical trials.
■ Refill reminders.

However, you should make sure you
are in compliance with the HIPAA
privacy rule prior to sending out
patient email addresses.

Other New Standards

While D.0 has been my focus here,
there are new ASC X12 transactions used by pharmacy that will be
required on Jan. 1, 2012. Version
5010 will replace version 4010. The
transaction used for payment and
reconciliation — namely, the 835
and the 837 used to submit claims
not submitted using the NCPDP
standard — are the ones that relate
to pharmacy.

Visual Superscript

®

NCPDP D.0 ReaDy!
Find out why longtime users describe s Data conversion available for most systems
Visual superscript s True Windows environment
as “a cadillac at a
s Comprehensive third-party billing to primary,
Vw price.”
secondary & tertiary payers
s Unique drug file optimized for speed & accuracy
s Drug imprints & images
s Barcode & Rx scanning
s Inventory updates using wholesaler EDI
s Electronic prescriptions
s Fax refill requests from computer
s Plan 340B processing & reports
s Signature capture
s Workflow management
s Automated transparent updates
s Automated HIPAA compliant backups
phone and internet-based
customer support provides you
with instant access to our expert
support staff
call 800-359-5580 to order a Free demo
www.daaenterprises.com
800-359-5580
sales@daaenterprises.com
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The American Pharmacists Association
Annual Meeting and Exposition
Seattle, Wash.
by Will Lockwood

Pharmacists Coleen and Bob
Kayden of Williams Apothecary,
Conestoga, Pa., are shown with
RxMedic’s Jason Janét, left.

Jim Storey, left, and Jeff
Castille represented Innovation.

Mike O’Conner, right, Centice’s
new executive vice president, is
seen with colleagues Gale Massiah
and Ryan Cole.

McKesson’s Bob Graul, left,
pictured with Shelley Bailey and
pharmacist Gary Lundgren from
Central Drugs in Portland, Ore.

A number of attendees gathered at
ScriptPro’s exhibit.
t

t

Pharmacist Judy Williams talks with
QS/1’s Brian Sullivan.
t

t

t
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Cephalon was this year’s winner of
APhA’s H.A.B. Dunning award, in part
for the company’s REMS efforts. On
hand were, from left, Kevin Hennessy,
Robin Barrale, and Randy Bradway.
t

Another track provided a look at the work APhA staff does to keep
members up-to-date on legislative and regulatory issues. Find out more
at www.pharmacist.com/ga. A busy exhibit hall complemented the
extensive educational programming.

Pharmacist Randy Elde of Hilltop
Pharmacy in Mount Vernon, Wash., left,
with Parata’s Rick Niemi.
t

The 2011 program demonstrated the American Pharmacists Association’s (APhA) commitment to advancing pharmacy clinical practice,
with substantial focus on certificate training programs, clinical patient
care, and MTM — for a look at APhA’s 2011 Medication Therapy
Management Digest, visit www.pharmacist.com/mtm. Adherence was
also a major topic, covered in part during the keynote address given by
Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality (AHRQ) Director Carolyn
Clancy, M.D., who offered as a resource the agency’s report Using Health
Information Technology to Determine Medication Adherence (http://
healthit.ahrq.gov/portal/server.pt/document/909099/10-0010-ef_pdf).

people
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➤ At QS/1, Bill Cobb, who has
been president of the company for
the past 21 years, has
assumed the full-time
position of CEO of
QS/1’s parent company, the J M Smith
Corporation. Cobb has
served as chairman and CEO of J M
Smith since 1998, but in a part-time
capacity. Because of the growth of
the company, there was a need for a
full-time CEO. J M Smith has grown
from $300 million in revenue to
$2 billion during that time and now
has a workforce of more than 1,000.
Under Cobb’s leadership, QS/1 has
grown fourfold since 1990, and its
workforce increased to more than 500
people from 80.
Replacing Cobb as
president of QS/1 is
Tammy Devine, who
served as executive VP
prior to her promotion.
She has managed soft-

ware development, marketing, and
operations at QS/1 over the years.
A native of Marion, N.C., Devine
earned her bachelor and M.B.A.
degrees from the University of South
Carolina. She serves on the Converse
College Board of Trustees, as well as
the South Carolina State Board for
Technical and Comprehensive Education.
➤ Speed Script has announced the
promotion of Marcus
Wilson, R.Ph., to
executive VP and chief
operating officer of the
company.
Wilson began his
career with Speed Script in 2009,
with over 15 years of retail pharmacy
experience. He formerly owned six
independent community pharmacies
in Kansas and Missouri.
He holds a pharmacy degree from the
University of Missouri-Kansas City
and was the 2005 Missouri Pharma-

cists Association’s pharmacist of the
year. Wilson has also served on the
board of directors of the Missouri
Pharmacists Association.
➤ With the recent resignation of
Kathleen Jaeger as executive VP and
CEO of the National Community
Pharmacists Association, Doug
Hoey, R.Ph., M.B.A., was appointed
by the NCPA executive committee to
assume this position. He was previously the association’s senior VP and
COO. He also served as acting executive VP and CEO for most of 2010.
Prior to joining NCPA, Hoey spent
14 years working in community
pharmacies that provided home infusion, long-term care consulting,
compounding, and durable medical
equipment services.
Hoey is a graduate of the University
of Oklahoma Health Sciences Center
College of Pharmacy and holds
an M.B.A. from Oklahoma City
University. CT
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Rx30 is a phenomenal pharmacy system.
The intuitive filling process, reports, and
menus, combined with a competitive price,
made it the clear choice for our new pharmacy.
Plus, the updates continually add little
nuances and improvements that keep
us loving this system!
Dusty Lewis,
“We both used another software for 10
years but when we decided to open our
own pharmacy – we chose Rx30!
We are really happy with Rx30!
We made a great choice….it’s fast
and that’s what we wanted!”
Jonathan Canterbury
and Matt Kennedy,
J&M Drugs – Warner Robins, Georgia

“I have worked with many different
software systems, at various community
pharmacies. Rx30’s system is user friendly and
far superior to the others, especially when it
comes to support, reporting, and maintaining
inventory.”
Cherese Jones,
Jones Total Health Pharmacy
The data conversion was smooth, the training
was excellent, and the service has been
outstanding. Prescription scanning, built-in
Fact & Comparisons, great interfaces with
IVR, robotics, and POS in a very friendly
operating system has increased our output
giving us more time to spend with patients. This
has been our best technology investment yet!

Clinton Memorial Regional
Health System

Baker’s Pharmacy

“When I was looking to upgrade
our pharmacy’s system, I needed
a state of the art solution that
was cost effective, along with
a company that was quick to
respond to our ever changing
needs.
Rx30 has met and surpassed our
expectations!”
Kevin Blessing RPh
Sauk City Pharmacy

As the main point of contact for our conversion
over to Rx30, I was in contact with at least
a dozen Rx30 representatives, ranging from
conversion support, operations, training, ongoing
technical support and accounting. In each and
every instance, our encounters have been
outstanding, representing the best companywide professional and customer service
support I have ever experienced. We are
simply thrilled with our transition over to
Rx30!
Gary A. Stewart, Asst. Dir. of Pharmacy,
Univ. Maryland Medical Center

A. Boyd Ennis, Jr., PharmD, RPh,
Payless Drugs - Morris, Alabama

...ENOUGH SAID.
Call today 800-289-7930

“INSITE REDUCED OUR

LABOR COSTS BY ABOUT

78%, SIGNIFICANTLY
IMPACTING OUR
PHARMACY’S BOTTOMLINE, WHILE IMPROVING

“

RESIDENTS’ SAFETY.

Paul Leamon, President & CEO - Wellfount, Corp.

Wellfount Pharmacy, an Indianapolis-based pharmacy servicing long-term care (LTC) facilities,
implemented Talyst’s InSite Remote Dispensing System to better service their customers. The
InSite Remote Dispensing System ensures short-cycle dispensing compliance, increases labor
efficiency, and reduces the number of delivery runs to the facility. At Wellfount Pharmacy, InSite
reduced pharmacy medication fill time and check time by about 78%.
The InSite Remote Dispensing System places a freestanding, secure dispensing unit at the LTC
facility ensuring pharmacist-approved medications are available 24/7 for late admits, STAT orders,
and first doses. InSite Remote Dispensing is the preferred short-cycle solution for LTC facilities.
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